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CAT  820 1899

The KODAK Mini Slide Viewer is a small,
hand-held high-quality, very bright light
source for viewing 35 mm  slides
(cardboard or thin plastic mounts only) and
film strips. It is useful in many applications
including medical, business, advertising,
photography, and art.
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CAT 121 7629 (Dark Beige)
CAT 139 3982 (Black)
(for use with KODAK EKTAGRAPHIC III
Slide Projectors)

Provides 30 % brighter output, making your
images look brighter, richer, and more
saturated. The lamp module features a
“LAMP ON” indicator on the lamp module.
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Get organize. Get ready to go and show!
Spill-proof slide trays are an integral part of
the superior Kodak slide projection system.
All are made with corrosive-resistant
materials and a high-quality latching
mechanism t ensure many years of
uninterrupted service. A special feature
allows preconditioning that eliminates
popping and focus drift during projectio

KODAK CAROUSEL
140 Slide Tray
CAT 899 5193
Black slide tray; accepts up to 140 slides; for
use with cardboard slide mounts 1/16-inch
(1.6 mm) maximum thickness.

KODAK CAROUSEL TRANSVUE
80 Slide Tray*
CAT 104 6093
Translucent gray slide tray for viewing slide
numbers in a darkened room.

KODAK EKTAGRAPHIC Universal
Slide Tray*
CAT 144 3266
Black slide tray.

KODAK EKTAPRO 80 Slide Tray*
CAT 121 8080
Black slide tray with a clear cover.

*Accepts up to 80 slides; for use with glass,
plastic, or cardboard mounts of
1/8-inch (3.2 mm) maximum thickness.

KODAK EC Stack Loader
CAT 151 4249
Quick show. Easy edit.
 Lets you project and
edit up to forty 2 x 2-
inch slides in cardboard or very
thin plastic mounts (or up to thirty 110 slides
in 2 x 2-inch adapters) without loading them
into tray.
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Kodak recommends the use of a flat-field
lens for use with glass or plastic mounts or
when mixing mounts. A curved-field lens is
optimized for use with embossed cardboard
open-face mounts produced by an
automated photofinisher such as Kodak
Premium Processing and Kodak Processing
Labs.

Flat-Field Lens
KODAK Slide Projection FF lens:
85 mm ................................. CAT 712 5503
100 mm ............................... CAT 163 4500
180 mm ............................... CAT 712 5529
75 to 120 mm ...................... CAT 847 0346
100 to 150 mm .................... CAT 143 3432
100 to 200 mm .................... CAT 712 5743

Curved Field Lens
KODAK Slide Projection CF lens:
102 mm ............................... CAT 178 2382
102 to 152 mm .................... CAT 141 4457
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KODAK SP Laser Remote
CAT 817 3338
This IR remote control is for use with any
KODAK Slide Projector equipped with
either a KODAK EKTAGRAPHIC IR
Remote Control receiver or a KODAK
EKTALITE IR Remote Control receiver.
The battery-operated laser remote produces
a superior beam brightness and controls
slide projector operations up to 100 feet.
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Zoom in on the detail—fade images in and out—
make your images brighter!
Kodak puts the power to impress at your fingertips with the widest selection of
presentation products and accessories.

A handy
tool for
presenters
and
photographers.

Keep an  extra
Lamp Module
on hand for
quick lamp
change!

Zoom or fixed, flat
or curved field—
a great selection to
meet your
projection needs!



KODAK SP Laser Remote with Receiver
CAT 830 0279
For use with KODAK
EKTAGRAPHIC and
CAROUSEL Projectors; a
KODAK EKTAGRAPHIC
IR Remote Control receiver
is packaged with the SP Laser Remote. The
receiver plugs into a standard slide projector
5-pin remote accessory connector.

KODAK EKTAGRAPHIC IR
Remote Control
CAT 109 8383
Wireless IR Remote Control for forward,
reverse, and remote-focus operations. It is
compatible with any 5-pin connected Kodak
EKTAGRAPHIC Remote Control receiver.
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KODAK EC-1 Remote Control
CAT 131 7015
Forward and reverse slide operations only.
Compatible with all KODAK CAROUSEL
(except S-AV) and EKTAGRAPHIC Slide
Projectors.

KODAK EC-2 Remote control
CAT 131 7031
Forward, reverse, and remote-focus
operations. For use with KODAK
CAROUSEL 4400 and EKTAGRAPHIC III
E Plus and BR Slide Projectors.

KODAK EC-3 Remote Control
CAT 131 7056
Forward, reverse, and remote focus in
conjunction with autofocus operations. For
use with KODAK CAROUSEL 5600 and
EKTAGRAPHIC III AMT,  ATS, and ABR
Slide Projectors.
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KODAK SP Programmable
Dissolve Control
CAT 816 7199
The KODAK SP
Dissolve Control
is a
programmable two-
projector dissolve unit
that synchronizes slides
to audio tape. This dissolve features seven
dissolve rates, independent lamp control (for
superimposing images), automatic timer,
alternate flashing, freeze images, and
automatic tray reset. An EC Remote Control
may be added for forward and reverse
operation.

The synch signal of the SP Programmable
Dissolve Control is recorded using an AV
recorder on a separate channel from the
audio.

KODAK SP Dissolve Control
CAT 102 9677
The SP Dissolve Control is an easy-to-use
two-projector dissolve control and one-
projector fader that offers three forward rates
at approximately 1, 3, and 6 seconds and
one reverse rate of 1 second.

Extension cord, 25 foot  (for
KODAK CAROUSEL Projectors)
CAT 140 1363
Extends the range of the 12-foot remote
control cord so that you can operate the
projector from a location near the screen. Up
to four extension cords can be added to
accommodate most projection distances.
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Kodak has several publications t help you improve your AV presentations.
Call Kodak for information on the following pamphlets.
S-31 Be A Knockout with AV!
S-101 Effective Presentation Images
S-102 Audiovisual Slide Projection

The following publications for AV Presentations are available from Silver Pixel Press,
21 Jet View Drive, Rochester, NY 14624 (1-800-368-6257).
S-16 KODAK Projection Calculator and Seating Guide
S-30A More Slides—Producing, Presenting, Digital Images

TO ORDER: Order these accessories from your dealer in Kodak audiovisual products. To
find a dealer in your area, call Kodak in the U.S. at 1-800-242-2424, or in Canada at
1-800-465-6325.
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Kodak, Carousel, Ektagraphic, Ektalite,
Ektapro, and Transvue are trademarks.

Part No. 5B5353 6/00 © Eastman Kodak Company, 2000
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Convenient to use, helps protect your
projector, and keeps it clean!
KODAK Carry Case, Model E
CAT 144 1088
This lined compartment case of simulated
leather accommodates your projector, a slide
tray in its carton, and KODAK Accessories
such as a stack loader, zoom lens, spare
lamp, or extension cords. Hardware is brass
finished.

KODAK EC Slide Projector Case
CAT 886 0652
Made of a molded high-impact plastic with
double-wall construction to protect your
KODAK CAROUSEL or EKTAGRAPHIC
Slide Projector and Slide Tray in transport.
An extra compartment holds accessories
such as cords and a spare lamp. It has two
lock-tight catches, and you can add a
padlock for security.

KODAK EKTAGRAPHIC
Carry Case
CAT 162 5136
This is a padded canvas carrying case that
will conveniently hold any slide projector,
lens, slide tray, simple dissolve control, and
simple projector stand. It has a carry strap
and two handles.

KODAK  EC Projector Dust Cover
CAT 147 7595
This protective dust cover of rich, black,
textured polystyrene protects the projector
from dust and dirt when not in use. It snaps
firmly into place and is easily removed by
means of a sliding latch. It is designed for
use with KODAK CAROUSEL and
EKTAGRAPHIC Projectors.


